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www.efinityusa.com

Generator ready

No acoustic resonance
Lower harmonic distortion
High out put and improved spectrum

Perfect protection and monitoring function

for PHILIPS GreenPower CDM-T Elite 315W Lamps



PR series product

1. Introduction
Thank you for purchasing Electronic Ballast. Please review the follow-ing instructions to ensure you receive the best 
performance. Each ballast uses a high temperature, resin-sealed component board for completely silent operation without 
a fan. Each unit is burned-in at the factory for approximately twelve hours to ensure maximum
reliability.

Ballasts use a micro-processor similar to your home computer . This micro-processor allows the Ballast to run halide or 
sodium lamps. It is programmed for a "soft-start" and does not require an initial surge of power to light the lamp. This 
increases the lamp life and allows the end user to start multiple ballasts at the same time without tripping breakers.
To ensure safe operation, this Programmed for a "soft-start" and does not require an initialsurge of power to light or 
missing lamp.In case of auto-shutoff, please disconnect from the power supply,remove the faulty lamp or check for wiring 
problems,then restart your ballast.
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2. Safety recommendations and warnings
Warning! Carefully read the warnings below before using or working with the product!

  Always adhere to the local rules and regulations when installing or using the fixture.
  Do not open or disassemble the fixture, it contains no servicable parts inside. Opening the fixture can be dangerous and
  will void the warranty.
  This product may cause interference to radio equipment and should not be installed near maritime safety communications
  equipment or other critical navigation or communication equipment operating between 0.45 - 30 MHz.
  Do not use the fixture when either its lamp or its power cord are damaged. Replace the power cord only with original
  certified cords. Replace the lamp only with lamps specified by efinity.
  The use of other lamps may damage the product and lamp and will void the warranty.
  Modifications to the cords can lead to unwanted electromagnetic effects, which makes the product not comply with legal
   requirements.
  Do not expose the fixture to:
   -- condensing humidity, heavy mist, fog or direct spray;
   -- (ambient) temperatures outside the specified range;
   -- dust and contamination;
   -- direct sunlight during use or HID light that could heat up the ballast.
  Always disconnect the fixture from mains before performing any maintenance.
  Always allow for a cool down period of at least 30 minutes before touching the lamp or reflector. Touching the lamp or the
  reflector when the lamp is lit or immediately afterwards will result in severe burns!
  Never touch the lamp with bare hands as this will cause damage to the lamp.
  Do not use the fixture near flammable, explosive or reactive substances. The lamp and the reflector of the fixture reach
  temperatures of >85 °Celsius / 185 °Fahrenheit.
  Do not use sulfur vaporizers or water misters. Sulfur and calcium deposits on your reflector will decrease its efficiency.
  The installation and use of the fixture is the responsibility of the end user. Incorrect use or installation can lead to failure
  and damage to the fixture. Damage to the fixture and electronic circuitry as a result of incorrect installation and use
  revokes the warranty.



5.I nstalling the fixture
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3. Contents

4. Controls, connections and indications 

A. Electronic ballast
B. Lamp socket
C. Power cord
D. Lever to unlatch reflector
E. Mounting points
F. Reflector

A. Power output selector knob
B. IEC connector for power cord

1.Switch off mains power.
2.Install the lamp in the fixture .
3.Hang the lamp by its two mounting points .
The two mounting points are spaced 340mm/13.38inch.

-Ballast Case must be Grounded
11. Wiring Diagram

12.Protection

13.Disclaimer

340mm/13.38 inch
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1.End of Lamp Life(EOL)Protection

2.Short circuit protection

3.Open circuit protection

4.Ignition failure protection

5.Thermal protection

Any of following circumstances, will not be warrant:
1.Install the product without following the wiring diagram in this manual and cause the product damage.

2.Damaged by human reason (like product is soaked in water) or caused by not following the manual instructions.

3.Install or use the product without following the local laws and regulations.

4.Cover the warrant logo personally, or the client /the third party tries to maintain, repair, change the product and cause the damage.

5.Use of the environment does not meet the provisions of this manual.

6.Damaged by force majeure, like abnormal voltage, earthquake, flood, fire, thunderstroke, transpor tation accidents, etc.

7.Man-made damage during carrying, transportation.

8.Damaged by unstable match from other company’s poor design or defective qualit y products.

9.Beyond the warranty period

C

NEMA 5-15 NEMA 6-15



6.Product information
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7. Precautions when using the fixture

6.1. Technical specifications

6.2. Environment

Warning! Never use the fixture without a lamp or reflector!
Warning! Always wait 20 - 30 minutes for the reflector to cool down

Version  315W 120-240V
4.36kg/9.61lb

  
Product weight
Dimensions (L*W*H)
Temperature case 75 °Celsius / 167 °Fahrenheit
Temperature ambient -20 ~ 40 °Celsius / -4 ~104 °Fahrenheit
Input  voltage +/-10%
Input current at 100%
Input power at 100%

120 V 
2.89A

334 W

240 V 
1.43A

>0.95
Total Harmonic Distortion < 15%
Frequency 50 - 60 Hz

<1.7
Ignition voltage: 5 kV 
Crest Factor

The product is meant for use in climate rooms. The product may be used in damp environments. The product may not
be used in wet environments or outdoors. The  315 W lamps function optimal when the ambient temperature is between 
20 ~ 30 °Celsius / 68 ~ 86 °Fahrenheit.

Power surge,power outage,outage overloading may stress or damage the lamp.As a safety feature,this Soft-Start
technology also reduces ballast damage caused by a bulb failure.In case of an unexpected shut-off,please disconnect
from the power supply,remove the faulty lamp,check for wiring problems,then plug-in the ballast power
cord.

9.Warning

8.Main Dimension
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10. Inspection, maintenance and repair
Warning! Disconnect the product from mains before performing any
maintenance or repairs.
Warning! Do not disconnect the  plug under load.
Warning! Do not open or disassemble the fixture, it contains no servicable parts
inside. Opening the fixture can be dangerous and will void the warranty.
Warning! Always allow for a cool down period of at least 30 minutes before
touching the lamp or reflector.
Caution! Do not clean the fixture with detergents, abrasives or other agressive
substances.
Caution! Do not touch the inside of the reflector.

Regularly check the fixture for dust or dirt buildup. Clean if necessary.
Contamination may couse overheating and decreased performance.
-- Clean the inside of the reflector with soapy water, but use demineralised
water to rinse the reflector;
-- Clean the electronic ballast and the outside of the fixture using a dry or damp
cloth.
Check the lamp monthly for discolorations or black markings. Always replace a
damaged lamp.
Note: Before initial use, the lamp could have black markings. This will disappear
when the lamp runs on full power. If not, replace the lamp.
Regularly check the wiring of the product to ensure it is undamaged.

Warning! Do not disconnect the  plug under load.
Switch off mains power.
Press the pin on the IEC Socket connection downwards and pull the
Pill the plug from the  female connection from the fixture.

Caution! Do not touch the lamp with bare hands as this will damage the lamp.
Always use a fabric glove to handle the lamp.
Caution! Only use lamps specified by Efinity.
Note: The lamp must be replaced every year or after 5000 lighting hours,
whichever one comes first.

Switch off mains power.
Hold the lamp with a fabric glove to prevent it from falling. Use a protective glove
if the lamp is damaged.

Carefully take the lamp out of the fixture.
Install the new lamp with the getter  near the ballast .
Switch on mains power.

10.1. How to disconnect the  plug

10.2. Placement and replacement of the lamp
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568mm  x  236mm  x   119.5mm /22.36”x  9.29”x  4.70” 

Power factor


